
 
 

Minutes of the Medway and Swale Boating Association Business Meeting 
Tuesday 27th June 2017, 19.00hrs at Hollowshore Cruising Club 

 
 

Present: Brian Corbett-MSBA Chairman, Tony Lavelle-MSBA Vice Chairman and webmaster, Morris Tolhurst- MSBA 

Treasurer, Gavin Parson- MSBA Acting Secretary, Bob Telford, MSBA Exec committee and Faversham Creek Trust, 

John Puplett- SE Tugs Society, Don Cuckow- KBSC, Steve Bailey- KBSC, Syd Platt- TSBT, Tim Corthorn- MVS,  

Catherine Gore- MYC, Bob Pink- Strood Pelican/RCC, Christine Godber- Wilsonian SC, Derek Zobel- WSC/SYC/HNYC, 

Ian Clark- Peel Ports,  Wil Pretty- SEGAS/HNYC , Clifford Mickleburgh- CA, Hayley Taylor- Medway Council, Steve 

Small- RNSA, Paul Newman- Rochester CC 

Apologies for absence: Dave Metcalf- Lwr Halstow YC, Derek Chalk- Hoo Ness YC, Clinton Lyon- Gillingham Marina/ 

Mariners Farm, Royce Watchorn- Strood YC, Dave Brooks- Cambria Trust, Joan Homer- Medway CC, David 

Lavender- Kent Police, Mark Evans- QHT, John Gore- AYC, Peter Norris- MSBA and Clarke & Carter, Kelly Tolhurst 

MP- MSBA patron, Stuart Hurst- Upnor SC, Lynn Wilkinson- Upnor SC, Bill Shepherd- RYA, Liz McVeigh- Medway 

Towns Rowing Club, Lawrence McVeigh- RNSA, Brian Cameron, Martin Vinton- Wilsonian SC. 

Chairman’s report:  Brian Corbett. 

Medway in Flames, Dutch have been and gone and thoroughly enjoyed themselves so thanks to all boat clubs and 

marinas involved. The Dutch Marines rowing challenge was not taken up by the Royal Marines as apparently they 

don’t work on a weekend but it was taken up the Queenborough Rowing Club and Medway Towns Rowing Club 

who put on a magnificent display. The Dutch allegedly started early but only won the race by 2cm against a youth 

team, breaking a foam chain. 

We must use the success of the Battle of Chatham to continue to promote the river Medway and it mustn’t be 

allowed to just be seen as just a backwater. Things are picking up commercial but the Dutch event shows how the 

river can be used for leisure events. 

Simon Hamble sent Brian a good email about river safety and access to boats from tenders. He recommends that 

the MSBA look at producing a boat safety guideline document and promoting safety courses especially in relation 

to a fast-flowing tidal river. We will look at setting up a working party to look at this idea. 

There was an incident of an overloaded trot boat during the Dutch event. Peel Ports were made aware and the 

yacht club involved have been spoken to and procedures will be implemented to improve safety in the future. 

Hoo Poo (houseboat effluent) The Environment Agency are now involved and investigating the problems and will 

take action as required. 

Medway Council and Peel Ports have had a meeting regarding speeding Jetskis. On Monday Brian observed jetskis 

speeding near people in tenders. 

Vice Chairman’s report:  Tony Lavelle.  

There was a Notice to Mariners regarding obsolete navigation marks, including the Mid Cant Beacon which Ian will 

mention later. 

There are some existing MSBA race marker buoys and Colin Weston has been asked to supply two more buoys in 

orange. Catherine Gore has asked for a high res copy of the MSBA logo (now sent by GP). 
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Mark Evans (Queenborough Harbour) has requested that we buy a dummy for man overboard drills. Elite Sailing 

could do some man overboard exercises on our behalf. The cost for the dummy is £120. (members were asked for 

a show of hands to support this proposal. Motion carried, no objections) 

The proposal to purchase a regatta VHF radio pack was raised. 6 radios come in the case with chargers for £1500. 

(Catherine Gore queried whether there are any licensing issues). Brian offered to investigate further and would 

speak to Icom to see if the price could be improved. 

There has been one resignation from the membership. Tug Touchstone. 

Please send Tony any news and dates of any events. Please notify him of any changes of email addresses. 

There is a new, updated visitors chart including new members, details of the LNG terminal exclusion zone, Sheppey 

crossing etc. There are also some laminated ones. See Tony if you want any. 

There are 4 burgees left for sale at £5 each, mugs 2 for £4 and car stickers from Gavin which can be used on boat 

windows as well. 

There is a man who lives on a boat named Mary Celeste, Clinton has asked if anyone knows of him. He has been 

seen relieving himself in public at Gillingham Marina. Hayley Taylor has had dealings with him. He has been 

mooring at Gillingham Pier as well. Brian reported that he has been seen in difficulties on the Essex rivers. 

Treasurer’s report: Morris Tolhurst. 

Bank account currently at £17,239.54. The visitors’ charts have been paid for. 24 membership renewals received 

this year so far. 

Secretary’s report: Gavin Parson. 

GP has been to Medway Cruising Club to survey installing an MSBA web accessible CCTV camera and recorder to 

monitor dangerous and antisocial behavior on the water. The agreement is to add the existing MCC camera onto 

the system and make both cameras available for the club. Currently waiting for final quotes then we plan to install 

the system in time for the summer holiday season. 

Jetskis have been seen operating at speed on every weekend since May up as far as Chatham Reach. 

(Brian mentioned about the prohibition signs but Ian Clark stated that the river is there for everyone but they have 

no way to stop speeding vessels. Peel Ports stopped four jetskis during the Battle of Chatham. Peel has no powers 

to stop anyone launching a vessel on the Medway as they don’t own any slipways, it is down to the Council to 

manage the situation. Hayley stated that Medway Council and Peel Ports agreed to monitor the situation this year. 

Every afternoon during the hot weather Hayley observed speeding jetskis and speedboats. She reported it to the 

marine police unit who said that their boat was based in Dover so they couldn’t respond. Hayley stated that the 

Piermaster at Gillingham Pier has been threatened by jetskiers wanting to launch. Brian stated that we need 

reports of such activities. He is still trying to get a report from the person who was injured on his boat at the 

Strand. Tony stated that the byelaws clearly show permitted areas for water skiing so couldn’t the same be written 

for jetskis. Byelaw 31 applies but they still don’t have any way of enforcing it. Tony asked if jetskis should be paying 

the conservancy fee. Ian replied that the charge wasn’t brought in with them in mind but once again, it would be 

difficult to enforce it. 
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Ian suggested that perhaps the MSBA should lobby for more marine police units in Kent and that Peel Ports would 

support that move. The police has powers to stop anyone doing anything particularly dangerous but still do not 

have the resources.) 

Medway Cruising Club would be happy to move their moorings to allow a high speed channel if jetskiers were 

encourage to only operate downriver of Folly Point after launching from the Strand. 

(Hayley mentioned that the introduction of parking charges at the Strand may deter jetskiers from launching there) 

Motor cruisers were observed staying 3 deep overnight at Sun Pier during the Medway in Flames weekend 

meaning that the temporary river taxi could not dock. 

During the Medway in Flames preparations (i.e. laying of the fireworks pontoons) a small blue boat seemed to be 

heading off all passing boats irrespective of how fast or slow they were going. (This turned out to be Tim 

Corthorn’s boat but it was under the direction of the Councils’ fireworks team, principally Jordan Hill) Passing boats 

doing under 6 knots were being shouted at by the fireworks team from the pontoons. Also I was stopped in my 

dinghy by the Harbourmasters’ vessel returning to the RNSA slipway from the mooring I had been displaced to 

despite there being no restrictions or exclusion zone in force at that time. It was observed that the fireworks 

pontoons had very little freeboard and that was probably why every passing vessel was being made to slow down 

as any boat wash would swamp the pontoons. (Ian Clark stated that even Peel Ports were surprised at how low the 

freeboard was) 

(Ian stated that he thought it was “pretty sad that the RNSA didn’t throw itself behind the event”. Steve Small 

responded by saying that it was pretty sad how the RNSA was treated. Ian said that the fireworks company risk 

assessment took place when the moorings were less occupied and they underestimated the number of boats that 

would be on the moorings. Brian stated that the safety team, including Jordan Hill were not engaged until January 

2017 and so the exclusion zone was a very last minute decision. He believed that the RNSA and REYC members 

were badly treated in being forced off their moorings and will be holding a meeting with Medway Council, Peel 

Ports and Kelly Tolhurst to discuss this. We don’t want to see such a lack of respect and lack of co-ordination in any 

future event.) 

Peel Ports: Ian Clark. 

Dave Newbury has now moved to the PLA. There is a new appointment, Anthony Slater who is the Senior 

Manager, Marine Operations. Commodore Gary Doyle is the Group Harbourmaster based in Liverpool. He is ex 

Navy. Gary was instrumental in getting the warships to the Battle of Chatham event. 

Peel Ports (PP) was a major supporter of this event and they had to do a lot of dredging to get the warships into 

the dockyard. They needed 2m clearance under the keel and PP managed to achieve 10m clear depth throughout 

the route. The cills of the Bulls Nose lock were the lowest point. 

Now PP have built up this relationship with the MOD, hopefully more warships will be able to visit Chatham, 

especially the new HMS Medway. 

PP have rebranded Sheerness port as Peel Ports London Medway. 

The Environment Agency are continuing their works at Queenborough. The will be new lights when the gate is 

shut. The entrance to the creek will be surveyed. 
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Upriver clearances have been taking place recently. 

The LNG exclusion zone. Activity on the berths has been steady. Infringements into the exclusion zone have 

dropped. Apparently, in theory even the LNG ships aren’t allowed into the exclusion zone. 

Kingsferry Bridge refurb will be going ahead. There was a rumour that the operator was going to move to a remote 

signalbox somewhere but that is unfounded. 

Marine incidents. There is still no confirmation of the incident of the chap who fell from his mast near the Strand. 

Abandoned vessels are still an issue. 

Part of the VTS upgrade involves fitting of new cameras. The Royal Engineers have requested to re-instate their 

training area between Eurowharf jetty and the Upnor jetty. PP have asked for details of what the RE want to do 

and have not had a reply yet. When asked why do they not go to an unrestricted part of the river, the reply was 

the length of the training day. Time would be wasted travelling 2 hours to and from these areas. PP will not give 

the RE dispensation to speed in the restricted part of the river. 

The VTS project involving moving into Archway House should be complete by 12th July. The equipment is there and 

working. The new cameras at Chatham, Rochester, Garrison Point and Bell Bank are excellent and can clearly zoom 

in. They can zoom in and track vessels. 

There are new tidal gauges in various locations which will be web based and there will be a link on the PP website. 

The Mid Cant Beacon’s ladder has been condemned so no-one can get on it to fix the light. There will be a new lit 

North cardinal buoy placed nearby. 

There are many marks placed by utility companies that are now logged by Trinity House as navigation marks and so 

PP are obliged to maintain them. 

If anyone plans to do any river works (in, on, over the river) a river works licence is required. Full details of how to 

apply for one are on the PP website. 

All publications are on the PP website, click on Marine then go to London Medway. 27th July is when two boiler 

houses at Kingsnorth Power Station will be blown up. There is no date set for the demolition of the chimney. 

(TL raised the point that there is no way to post a link to a particular page e.g. a Notice To Mariners due to the way 

that the PP website is laid out. IC will speak to their website team) 

(Clifford Mickelburgh suggested that height gauges showing air draught should be fitted to the bridges similar to in 

Holland. There is a depth marker on Rochester Bridge but it is unreadable. PP have no authority to clean it as it is 

the responsibility of the Rochester Bridge wardens. [perhaps MSBA should request that RBW arrange to clean it] 

Medway Council report- Hayley Taylor: 

Medway in Flames, 10 wonderful days. Some of the Dutch arrived a little earlier than that. Thanks to the MSBA 

and its members for their help in arranging moorings, hospitality etc. MC had no budget for arranging any water 

activities so thanks to everyone that made such events happen. 
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Feedback on the event has been very positive despite the early negativity due to the Childrens’ Services budget cut 

apparently being spent on the event. MC have a daily battle trying to balance the essentials with the “nicer things”. 

There has been more vandalism at Sun Pier and Rochester Pier. They are trying to get a single fob that will work on 

both piers and can be purchased for £50 per year. Alternatively use the token machines at £1 per visit. 

HT is moving to another role on 10th July but will still be responsible for the piers for now. 

The role of being responsible for the river should be within the tourism and events departments rather than being 

the responsibility of someone with a broader spectrum of responsibility and with little time to give the role the 

time it needs. MC are looking to have a role with a more dedicated responsibility for all aspects of the river such as 

piers, access etc. 

(John Puplett commented that there needs to be a dedicated person in charge of river matters. Each time there is 

a river festival, a new person is involved and there is no continuity. MT commented that it is a shame that Hayley is 

moving on and we will lose our point of contact. BC commented that only Kelly Tolhurst, Howard Doe and Cllr 

Tranter seemed to have had any real interest in the river over the years) 

Swale report- Peter Norris:  Not present but he is continuing to have meetings with Network Rail regarding 

Kingsferry Bridge.  

Bob Telford stated that the contract to replace the Faversham swing bridge is out to tender. Swale BC hope to 

award a contract by the end of the year with the installation taking place in 2018. Swale BC have committed the 

money but with conditions.  

Cruising Association: Cliffor Mickleburgh. The winter warmer talks will be held on the 2nd Thursday of the month. 

12th October is the first talk by Carl Madjitey about the Medway in Flames event. 

A guy who rowed across the Atlantic will also do a talk. Another talk is by the coastguard. There is a visit to Tower 

Bridge in November, all welcome. 

CM has been doing talks on fire safety and highlights the issue of carbon monoxide poisoning and has some 

leaflets. 

The CA has a crewing service for £22.50 per year where you can join other boats as part of their crew. For more 

info, go to http://www.theca.org.uk/public/crewing 

Police report: No-one present 

Medway Rivers Users Association: Tony reported that the East Farleigh lock will re-open on 23rd July. 

The police marine unit/ Environment Agency have a speed camera which is used on the upper stretches and has 

been used to prosecute speeding boats. 
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RYA report: Bill Shepherd not present but Brian attended the recent London and SE meeting where it brought up 

that RYA L&SE has 6 fleets of boats for hire to support youth training or racing or Club Cadet Weeks. 

There are:  2 X 6 boat trailers of Oppies based in West London. 

A 6 boat Tera trailer whose home is in Kent. 

3 X 3 boat Feva trailers; 2 are based in W London and 1 in Kent. 

The boats are fully equipped to ‘rig, launch and sail’! 

There is also a RYA bursary available for young people which has previously been posted on the MSBA website. 

There is a lack of L3 dinghy coaches. The RYA race management course at Medway Yacht Club has been cancelled 

as the instructor has had a heart attack. 

MYC has tried to attract young people from other boat clubs to take part in the Honda RIB challenge. The area 

semi-final is on 8th July.  

AOB: Wil Pretty has brought all the old MYA trophies to the meeting so if anyone wants any of them then please 

let the committee know. 

GP mentioned that Hayley Taylor had suggested that the MSBA take over the Rats Bay moorings. Brian stated that 

PP had said if the moorings were not used then they would no longer be maintained and may be removed. They 

should be marketed along with Sun Pier but it needs to be confirmed if it is secure to leave a dinghy at Sun Pier as 

that is the nearest access point to Rat Bay. We would need to investigate the costs of maintaining the moorings if 

we were to take them over officially. 

 

Date of next meeting: Tuesday 26th September 2017 19.00 at Strood Yacht Club 


